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New York Times and USA Today Best Seller L. Wilder presents a new romance series where the

broken find their redemption.Every man has his weakness. She was mine.Â Nitro-The job was

simple- get the girl and bring her home, but with one look, she became my obsession. The blonde,

blue-eyed beauty with the sinful curves wasn&apos;t mine to keep, but I wasn&apos;t about to let

her go. I was determined to have her, no matter the consequences.Â Â She was the only one who

could calm the beast that raged inside of me. So, I risked everything and did what had to be done -

forÂ her.Â Â Â Â Tristen-Nathan James was every girl&apos;s fantasy- rich, powerful, and hot

beyond words. He saved me during my darkest hour.Â Like me, he was damaged, scarred by the

memories of a horrible past. I saw the way he looked at me, like a predator about to take his prey,

but as much as I craved his touch, I wanted something more. I wanted hisÂ heart.I&apos;m afraid

I&apos;ve just exchanged one hell for another.Â Will their love heal the wounds of their past, or will

they both remain damaged goods?Â Â Â While Damaged Goods is the first in a new series, the

main characters were introduced in the Satan&apos;s Fury MC series. This is a full-length

standalone novel filled with romance, suspense, and a lot of heart. I&apos;m a firm believer that bad

boys need love, too. Damaged Goods is intended for mature audiences only due to the explicit

language and violence.
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I loved it! When I'm wiping tears from the start I know I'm in for a great read! I was not disappointed.

Nathan has experienced such pain and I could feel that as his story with Tristen progressed. Tristen

is so strong, after what she had been through she was determined to move on. They mesh well

together and their story flowed. Definitely a must on your tbr list!I received a copy of this book and

am voluntarily leaving an honest review.

Damaged Goods is the first book in a the Redemption series by L. Wilder, and focuses on the main

couple Tristan and Nitro ( Nathan ). This can be read as a standalone, however readers that have

read this authors other work will be more familiar with Tristan and Nitro if they have read Big (

Satan's Fury MC ) as Tristan's kidnapping and rescue occurred within this story.I've been curious to

read Tristan and Nathan's story, and see how they would work out after Tristan decided to stay with

Nathan rather than return to Satan's Fury. It was a good read, and we learn so much more about

Nathan and what happened to him in his past that helped shape him into the person he is in the

present.

Nitro and Tristen meet when he goes to her rescue at a slave auction to buy her back from her

kidnappers. He sees something in her that causes him to risk his association with Cotton and the

Club and put her needs first. Tristen needed a lot of care after her ordeal and Nitro made sure she

received it. Tristen wants a fresh start and Nitro is looking to help her but not for love. He has a

horrible past and has suffered great loss. He thinks love isn't for him any more. Tristen knows that

Nitro has helped her and wants to get to know him. What she doesn't expect is to fall for him right

away and to find out that he is damaged and has not compunction to try and change his life. Nitro

has never stopped looking for those responsible for his pain and guilt and it has consumed him for

10 long years. When a chance encounter gives him a sighting of one of the men he has been

looking for, Nitro goes all out to exact his revenge. He doesn't stop to think about blowback or

repercussions. Things don't always go smoothly and Nitro learns first hand that foresight and

planning are essential in protecting those that are important to you. He is given sage advice and you

will have to read the book to see if he follows it. It was an interesting read and kept me turning the

pages to see how it all turned out.



I've been a fan of L. Wilder since her first release, and I've read, and loved, everything she's written.

She has a way of showing the softer side of her alpha males, good guys who sometimes do bad

things, that is refreshing and unusual in the MC romance genre. This book, while not a biker/MC

romance, is in that same vein -- about an alpha male hero who is basically a good guy who just so

happens to do some not-so-good things.Readers met Nitro in Wilder's Satan's Fury MC series, and

he played an important role in Big. Damaged Goods picks up the storyline of Tristen, the sister of

the heroine in Big, and tells her and Nitro's love story. This story was suspenseful, intense and

emotional while still retaining all of the sexy romance of her stories. She filled in the gaps of a

intense storyline that her were clamoring for while laying the foundation of what promises to be a

new and exciting but non-biker/MC series.While Damaged Goods could certainly be read as a

standalone, I highly recommend reading the Satan's Fury MC series, and in particular, Big, which is

the sixth book in that series and essentially the prelude to this story. I'm so excited about L. Wilder's

Redemption series, and I can't wait for more!

OH.... Nathan! Such a troubled soul. He has more demons then even can even handle.Will he be

able to let them go for a the right women? Or will he push her away.I absolutely LOVE this book. It

was full of push and pull and you will be on the edge of your seat with every page.This is a stand

alone and I definitely recommend reading this amazing book!

Nitro's story was heartbreaking, sad but it all came together to make a wonderful ending.Nitro at

twenty two had all he wanted in life, a beautiful girl named Lainey who was expecting his first child,

a daughter who they named Lila Grace. A mother and father who loved Nitro to the moon, and both

were happy for Nitro.But all this happiness came to an end and Nitro will never be the same. As

tragic as his life became Nitro did his best to dive into his work and move on from the past. He's

given up on love and doesn't want to fall again, until he meets Tristen, and she slowly changes his

mind.Nitro puts this girl thru the wringer, when all she wants to do is love and take care of him. But

his mind is set on revenge for the past and this revenge almost gets him and others killed.Story kept

me on edge of my seat, but the suspense was worth waiting til the end.Can't wait to see if Max gets

his book.

Wow .. I love this book so much.. I have all the MC book written by this author and I love it.. I was

waiting for Nitro book and it was beyond what i expected. I love the book and I love the way he



Tristen was so patient with him.... The only thing that i wanted that was missing him being in good

term with the Satans Fury MC.. that would of been awesome.. but I cant wait for Max story

Amazing, wonderful and enjoyable. Loved everything about this book and I knew from the start that

these series are going to be as good as the Satan's series.Thanks and I can't wait to get Max and

others stories.Ms. Wilder, you're an amazing author.Hengy Etebar
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